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When I came to you, brothers and sisters, I didn’t come
preaching God’s secrets to you like I was an expert in speech or
wisdom. I made up my mind not to think about anything while I
was with you except Jesus Christ, and to preach Him as
crucified. I stood in front of you with weakness, fear, and a lot of
shaking. My message and my preaching weren’t presented with
convincing wise words but with a demonstration of the Spirit and
of power. I did this so your faith might not depend on the
wisdom of people but on the power of God. 1 Corinthians 2:1-5
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Michael Frost, author of “Surprise the World”, challenges his
readers to take the five new habits of missional people—
Blessing, Eating, Listening, Learning and Being Sent—a
significant step further. Become part of a group of Christfollowers who seek to disciple and nurture one another as they
hold each other accountable to the Christian life.
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By placing proper emphasis on the Cross and crucifixion, Paul
ensured that nobody could mistake this message for a kind of
crowd-pleasing rhetorical stunt, convincing at the time but
making no lasting impression. Crucifixion was regarded in the
ancient world as so horrible, so revolting, so degrading, that you
didn’t mention it in polite society. No self-respecting sophist or
rhetorician would dream of doing it. But Paul believed, and the
new-found faith and life of the Corinthian Christians bore this
out, that this was the clue to the mystery of life (Wright, 2004).
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Next week: Series on the Book of Romans. Romans 8:1-11
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D. N. A. could stand for many things.
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Michael Frost chose Disciple — Nurture — Accountability
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Are you ready to commit to the 5 habits we’ve studied?
If yes, how do you plan to make them HABITS?
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____________________________________________________
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If not, what habits provide shape to your response to
Jesus’ words in Matthew 28:19-20?
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Go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching
them to obey everything I’ve commanded you. I Myself
will be with you every day until the end of this present age.
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I’m not asking you to to do something distrustful or
unpleasant. Blessing people is personally satisfying.
Eating with others is fun. Listening to the Spirit and
learning Jesus is spiritually enriching. Journaling the
ways you alert others to the reign of God is encouraging
(Frost, 2016).
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